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The audacity to dream for mankind
This Guide is intended to support and empower you to have the sensitive
conversations with people in your life to Dream audacious Dreams for the
future of humanity, life and the world.
They may go on to express an interest in Dream Foundation creating an
organisation to fulfil such Dreams.
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Please take a moment to read
Dream Foundation Source Statement
The audacity to dream for mankind
There is no place where our dreams have more power than when we face the reality that our lifetime is
limited. This is the place where we are able to find our highest purpose, our greatest satisfaction and our
deepest peace.
We are born and we die, yet through the realisation of our boldest dreams we reach out beyond our lifetime to
give ourselves to those who live on and to future generations. The lasting presence of our unique contribution
to humanity, given in a way that creates concrete, certain and lasting value.
Dream Foundation exists for dreamers to impact the future of humanity
The Dream Foundation is the living system for dreamers, whose dreams would otherwise be lost to mankind.
We empower our dreamers to envisage audacious dreams, which, when realised, impact the future of
humanity, life and the world.
Dream Foundation creates, nurtures and grows innovation enterprises, global movements, and global projects
to fulfil these remarkable dreams. Realisation of the boldest dreams of the human spirit is our dreamers gift to
all people.

Please keep this statement in mind when having conversations about Dream Foundation
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Greetings from Dream Foundation
Sydney, Australia, October 2016.
Dear Reader,
In our journey in life, the leadership team of Dream Foundation, John Lowe and Jen Burch has
arrived at the place of creating, nurturing and growing a not for profit organisation. Our
intention is to bring new worthwhile futures to humanity, through empowering people to Dream
for mankind, then creating organisations to realise and fulfil those Dreams.
We aim to cause mighty deeds, borne out of truth, beauty and goodness. Importantly, Dream
Foundation brings a perspective on life, where people create audacious Dreams that impact the
future of humanity, life, and the world, and give themselves to all people, and the future beyond
their lifetime.
It is natural for us to not only want to share our journey with you, but to offer you the
opportunity to contribute.
That is why we have written, this paper, it is for you.
Please tell us what you got from this paper, and if you wish to take up the opportunity we offer.
We would love to speak to you.
With gratitude and appreciation

John Lowe
Champion of Dream Foundation

Jen Burch
Coordinator of Dream Foundation
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Dreamers and their Dreams

Dream Foundation provides remarkable opportunity for those have adverse circumstances in their lives.
Where they are impoverished, destitute, suffer or have misfortune which causes them and their families social
isolation or alienation, lack of opportunity, and inability to contribute to society - we offer programs that
bring-self sufficiency and self-respect to their lives
After supporting them these ways, our unique and greatest contribution is to empower them to become bold
Dreamers, people who create audacious Dreams for the future of humanity, life and the world. Through the
exploration of their Dreams, they can find great purpose, satisfaction and peace. Dream Foundation is able to
work with some of these Dreamers, and create organisations to realise and fulfil their remarkable Dream so
they leave a gift to all people, that lives on beyond their lifetime.
Dream Foundation is seeking expressions of interest from from those who seek to take this audacious journey
with us, to demonstrate a triumph of the human spirit, where any individual can soar above their
circumstances to alter destiny for all of humanity.
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Opportunity to contribute to people in your life

Dream Foundation offers to empower and support people who refer individuals in adverse circumstances, who
may become Dreamers. If you know somebody who deserves this chance you are welcome to refer them family members, friends, colleagues or even people you recently met.
You are invited to refer someone to give them the opportunity to have a creation conversation with us. We
promise, to do what we can do support them in their circumstance and to leave them with peace of mind, and
the opening for them to find previously unimaginable purpose and satisfaction.
If you are interested, before having the conversation please contact us, and we will speak to you to support
you to have the referral conversation with the person in your life.
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How to empower a conversation for Dreams

If you have someone in mind with whom you wish to have a referral conversation, you will want to cause a
safe space. The first step is for you to empower yourself by experiencing your own audacious Dreams. Dream
Foundation would be happy to do a call with you facilitate your Dreaming. Then, with the person in your life
that you care about, you can contribute the experience that comes when we are in touch with our Dreams.
Please read part one of the source statement of the Dream Foundation to them and ask them what they heard
for themselves. If this touches them please read them part two of the Dream Foundation source statement.
If they are inspired you can then tell them that Dream Foundation would love to speak to them to find out
about and empower their Dreaming.
You are also welcome to organise and join the call if that is more appropriate. We would love to speak to you
and people in your life and empower you to open up the opportunity of finding profound purpose, deep
satisfaction and peace, for those in the greatest need.
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Our promises to you and Dreamers everywhere

Dream Foundation promise to Dreamers
Dream Foundation promises that all Dreamers we interact with, in each and every conversation, will be treated
with respect, and be left with the experience of being empowered, and with peace of mind.
We are willing to explore opportunity for Dream Foundation to create, nurture and grow an organisation
dedicated to realising and fulfilling their Dream in the world.
Dream Foundation promise to you as a referrer
Dream Foundation promises to empower and support you to have referral conversations with people in your
life to Dream audacious Dreams for mankind.
That those people in your life, experience your care and love for them, and are awakened to the opportunity of
Dreaming for mankind, finding purpose, satisfaction and peace.
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What is next?

Dream Foundation invites you to join Dream contribution space.
“The audacity to dream for mankind”
² Create, nurture and grow Dream Organisations
² Contribute, experiment, discover, play, have fun
² Apply the humanities, arts and sciences to new creation
² Invent, innovate, bring genius
² Stand for worthwhile futures for mankind
Inquiries: info@dreamfoundation.org.au
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